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Hanbury addresses concerns at Town Hall Meeting

@Current_Yakira
NSU President George Hanbury hosted
a Town Hall Meeting on Jan. 21 in the Arena
Club Room in the Don Taft University Center
to respond to questions and concerns from the
NSU community.
Many students asked the president
questions about concerns they have with
NSU policies, procedures and affairs. Topics
for discussion included department funding,
opportunities for students of various disciplines
and financial aid.
During the meeting, it was established
that there will be new residence halls to
accommodate the hoped-for 6,000 first-time-incollege students by 2020.
Students of the Farquhar Honors College
may have a living learning community with
a live-in faculty member, who, Hanbury said,
could advise book clubs and other academic
activities outside of the classroom.
As in previous years, Hanbury first
addressed the NSU community via a prerecorded
video and addressed several changes and
initiatives NSU is taking or plans to take in
the future. One of the initiatives is the planned
HCA hospital that NSU hopes to move from
Plantation, Fla., to the University Park Plaza on
University Drive.
Hanbury said the hospital will offer
research opportunities to students of various
disciplines in collaboration with the Center of

By: Grace Ducanis
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President Hanbury addressing student questions, comments and concerns at the town hall meeting.

Collaborative Research, which is set to open this
spring. He also explained that researchers at the
Cell Therapy Institute, which will open in fall
2016, will also be faculty members in the Health
Professions Division (HPD).
Other initiatives include the Noah P. Brown
Sports Center, which will house intercollegiate
athletics for NSU students, as well as students at
the University School, and a new cafeteria and
parking garage to compliment the new residence
halls.
In the introductory video, Hanbury

explained that in the past year, NSU has seen a
17 percent increase in undergraduate students
and 80 percent in retention rates of first- and
second-year students, highlighted athletic
achievements, announced a university-wide
emergency drill for March 2016 and revealed
a video being used to help the university raise
money for student scholarships
Ujala Ahmed, junior finance major, asked
how some of the new opportunities available on
campus, namely research, will benefit the majors
not included in science, technology, engineering

and/or math (STEM).
In response, Hanbury explained Vision
2020 and NSU’s goal to double the amount of
undergraduate students, which is currently 3000.
He also explained that the arts are essential to
students becoming more well-rounded and said
that additions to NSU’s Razors Edge programs
will help bring more students to the arts.
Previously, Razor’s Edge was a program for
leadership development that students could apply
for prior to entering their freshman year; however,
there are now multiple programs incoming
freshman can apply to, including Razor’s Edge
Global, for incoming students interested in global
issues and international relations, Razor’s Edge
Research, for incoming students interested in
scientific research, Razor’s Edge Shark Cage,
for incoming students interested in business
development, and Razor’s Edge Shark Talent, for
incoming students interested in participating in
the arts.
“I encourage the arts,” Hanbury responded.
“I really want the honors college to promote
the arts and for more students to come as an
undergraduate to learn more about the liberal
arts… I do want to offer scholarships to young
men and women to come here to pursue the arts.”
As Hanbury’s response focused on
recruitment, Ahmed followed Hanbury’s response
SEE TOWN HALL 2

New program helps NSU graduates start law firms

@GraceDucanis
The deadline to apply for the Shepherd
Broad College of Law’s new Legal Incubator
program, which will give post-graduate law
students the opportunity to launch their own law
firms, is Feb. 1.
Legal incubators give low-income and
moderate-income individuals access to legal
services that they can afford and that they’re
entitled to, according to Jayme Cassidy, Veterans
Law Clinic director and staff attorney.
Cassidy said the goals of the program are to
provide an environment to new attorneys so that
they can grow a sustaining practice, to introduce
them into servicing low-income clients so
that they have a long-term propensity to give
back to the community and to help the veteran
community.
Participants will have access to office
space, law office management training, mentors,

continuing legal education and marketing
opportunities. They will be required to work 200
pro-bono hours in exchange for office space in
the Shepard Broad Law Clinic.
The Shepard Broad Law Clinic functions
as a professional law firm, housing the Veterans
Law Clinic, the Children and Families Law
Clinic and the Dispute Resolution Clinic. The
Legal Incubator program will focus specifically
on serving veterans.
Cassidy said that the program’s focus
on veterans makes it unique among incubator
programs across the country.
“The veteran population brings multiple
legal issues to the table, so it would give our
new attorneys who apply for the program an
opportunity to practice in almost any area that
they wish to,” she said.

Post-graduate student attorneys will be
involved in the program for one year, leaving
after they’ve built a successful practice that
they’ll be able to run on their own.
Ashley Mitchell, third year law student,
expressed interest in the program and said she
wants to start her own firm.
“I want to be my own boss,” she said.
“When I start a family, I want to be flexible.
I want to give myself the option to create a
schedule that’s beneficial to my career and my
family.”
Mitchell said that the program would aid
her future practice by helping her save money,
get exposure and experience different kinds of
cases. She plans to apply if the program is still
available when she wants to start a firm.
Cassidy explained that law is applicable to
almost any area of life, so undergraduate students

who are passionate about varying disciplines
like science or politics can be involved in the law
as it relates to that discipline.
“If you pursue a legal career in an avenue
that you like, then you will be a successful
attorney,” she said. “Lawyering should be about
your passion, and it’s great to start thinking
about it while you’re in an undergraduate
program because if you’re undecided about your
undergraduate major, you can take a step back
and ask whether you’re doing the right thing
now to take your career forward later. You can
take your passion and make it your career.”
NSU law graduates can apply online
at law.nova.edu/career/incubator. For more
information about the Legal Incubator program,
contact Cassidy at 954-262-6184 or jcassidy1@
nova.edu.

Download The Current Newspaper’s app to stay
updated on the go!
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International Labour Organization predicts
global unemployment will rise to 200 million
The International Labour Organization, a U.N.
agency that focuses on labour standards and social
protection, predicted in its World Employment and
Social Outlook report that by 2017, joblessness
will surpass 200 million for the first time ever. The
organization said global unemployment will increase
by about 2.3 million this year to 199.4 million and
1.1 million in 2017 to more than 200 million. The
agency said the increase in unemployment is a result
of last year’s economic stagnation; unemployment
will hit countries in Asia, the Middle East, Africa and
the Middle East, especially in areas with developing
markets, the hardest.
UN seeks more than $1 billion in humanitarian
aid for South Sudan
The United Nations Humanitarian Coordinator
for South Sudan, Eugene Owusu, said $1.3 billion
is the least amount needed to aid 5.1 million people
suffering life-threatening circumstances. Since civil
war broke out in South Sudan in 2013, more than
10,000 people have died, and 2.3 million people
became displaced. The war between the government
and its opposition has also crushed South Sudan’s
economy, namely its oil industry, on which the
country’s funds for public spending relies. Since last
year’s peace deal, each side has accused the other of
violating the agreement, and neither can settle on a
plan for a nationally unifying government.
Almost 20,000 ISIS-related deaths in Iraq in less
than 2 years
The United Nations said in a report that at
least 18,802 civilians have died in under two years
due to ISIS-related violence. The U.N. recorded
55,047 civilian casualties — 18,802 people killed
and 36,345 injured — between Jan. 1 and Oct. 31
of last year, reporting that ISIS continues to commit
“crimes against humanity, and possibly genocide.”
The terrorist group’s activity has also displaced 3.2
million people, almost half of whom are school-age
children. In addition, ISIS holds approximately 3,500
people captive, most of whom are Yazidi women and
children forced into sexual slavery.

Facebook attempts to thwart hate-speech in Europe
The social media giant launched a continent-wide
campaign to combat extremist posts in response to
German politicians’ concerns over an increase in online
xenophobia linked to the arrival of refugees. Facebook
began its “Initiative for Civil Courage Online” in Berlin,
Germany, and pledged approximately $1.09 million
to efforts against racism and xenophobia. Germany
received more than one million migrants last year, and
the resulting racists’ comments on Facebook prompted
German Chancellor Angela Merkel to push for Facebook
to enforce its policy against bullying, harassment and
threats. The country’s Justice Ministry implemented a
task force with Facebook, other social media sites and
Internet service providers that will target and remove
online hate speech.
New Argentinian president aims to improve relations
with Britain
After a centuries-long sovereignty dispute over the
Falkland Islands that culminated in a war, newly elected
Argentine president Mauricio Macri pledged to start a
“new era” in Argentine-British relations. In an interview
with The Guardian, Macri said he wants to “sit down
and start talking about the subject and in the meantime
find in which ways we can cooperate.” In 2013, 99.8
percent of the inhabitants of the disputed territory voted
for to remain a British territory despite Argentina’s longstanding claims to the islands. Macri traveled to the World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, from Jan. 20 to
23, the first time an Argentinian president has attended
the yearly gathering in more than 10 years.
95-year-old man to be tried for serving at Auschwitz
After an appeals court ruled that Hubert Zafke, 95,
was fit for trial, a German court said the man will go on
trial on 3,681 counts of accessory to murder on Feb. 29.
Zafke, a former Schutzstaffel sergeant, allegedly served
at the Auschwitz death camp under the Nazis as a medic
in an SS hospital. The Schutzstaffel, abbreviated SS, was
an elite corps of political soldiers who served under the
Nazis, and Zafke’s role at the hospital helped the death
camp function, according to prosecutors. Ninety-fouryear-old Reinhold Hanning, another former member
of the SS, will go to trial on Feb. 11 for serving as an
Auschwitz guard.
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TOWN HALL from 1
by saying that although she appreciated the
information he provided, it did not seem as
though the information focused on students
who are currently enrolled at NSU.
“Don’t forget about emphasizing
retention,” she said. “I just don’t think if you
focus on enrollment and not the students
who are already here. They’re not going to
want to stay. Don’t forget about the students
who are already here.”
Two RecWell student employees,
whose names are unknown, also questioned
Hanbury and administrators about
circumstances at RecWell. The students said
that some of the gym equipment is faulty,
which could lead to injuries, that there is
inadequate first aid materials and that there
is “faulty funding” for the department as a
whole.
Jessica Brumley, vice president of
Facilities Management, explained that
Facilities Management will continue to
work with Aarika Camp, assistant dean for
student services and director of Residential
Life and Housing, to fulfill work orders for
that specific area and that Physical Plant
will walk through RecWell to determine the
areas that need improvement.
“I do believe that the people who
actually work in the spaces that we service
are our best resource,” she said. “I don’t
think it’s a matter of faulty funding, as you

said, I think it’s a matter that safety is our
top priority.”
It was also suggested that NSU displays
international flags or a ‘diversity statue’
that represent the countries students are
from at NSU. The Undergraduate Student
Government Association is currently in
the process of finding a location to display
international flags, as a resolution was
passed for the display last semester.
Other students complained that there
are not enough scholarships available to
students, particularly at the graduate level.
Hanbury said that the university does offer
more scholarships to undergraduates than
graduates, but because NSU is a private
university, administrators are constantly
trying to obtain new donors to support
students.
Hanbury will host another student
town hall meeting on Feb. 22 at noon in
the Steele Auditorium at HPD. To see when
student meetings will be held at regional
campuses, visit nova.edu/townhall/students/
index.html. For more information about
meetings, contact Barbara Packer-Muti at
packerb@nova.edu.

Interested in news, writing, or
photography? Come to The Current’s
meetings in SAB 104.
And yes, there will be free food.
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Media professionals to speak at conference
By: Grace Ducanis
@GraceDucanis
Media professionals will give advice
and speak about their career experiences at
the College of Arts, Humanities and Social
Sciences and the Office of Student Media’s
fourth annual NSU Multimedia Conference
on Jan. 30 from 8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Carl
DeSantis Building.
The speakers will include professional
newspaper reporters, television reporters,
photographers, music producers, sports editors,
radio personalities, bloggers, entertainment
lawyers and social media producers. NBC 6,
WSVN News, Channel 7 FOX News, the SunSentinel and the Miami Herald are among the
represented companies at the conference.
Janette Becerra, office manager for Student
Media, is involved with the organization of
the conference. She said that this year, the
conference will include professionals who use
mediums like music.
“Any student can benefit from the
conference, even if they’re not going into
a media field. It’s going to develop you as
a professional,” Becerra said. “But if you
are interested in those areas, this is a huge
opportunity for you to network, which is the
biggest thing in this industry. Talking to people
and seeing their experience gives you huge
insight.”
Becerra said that learning from a media
professionals can be different from learning in
a classroom.
“Professors, especially here at NSU, know
a lot, but whenever they tell me they’ve had a
job in the field for 20 years, it makes me want
to listen. It gives you a whole different side
than just studying material from a textbook,”
she said.
Stephen Andon, assistant professor in
the College of Arts, Humanities and Social

Media professionals and students at last year’s conference.

Sciences, has presented at the conference
the past three years, bringing in media
professionals working in the sports industry to
talk to students. This year, he’s presenting on
strategies in social media for sports teams, fans
and players.
“Hearing from someone who’s being paid
by the industry has a different kind of credibility
than a professor saying you have to do this
thing in a field,” he said. “There’s obviously a
wealth of information that professionals have
that [professors] don’t have. You get a broader
picture of what it’s like to work in a media
field.”
Andon also said that networking is
important to a career in media.
“More so than getting good grades or
getting good test scores, the way you get jobs
is by knowing people,” he explained. “It works
in all fields.”
Attendees will choose between more
than 40 sessions led by different media
professionals. Session topics include freelance
journalism, finding internships, social media,

SLCE hosts volunteer fair
By: Natalie Payan
To provide students with information
about volunteering opportunities, the Office
of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement
(SLCE) will host the Winter Volunteer Fair on
Jan. 27 from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Don
Taft University Center.
This bi-annual event brings 20 to 30 local
community members from various non-profit
organizations to the university so that students
can interact with and learn about diverse
volunteer organizations, like Feeding South
Florida, the Museum of Discovery and Science,
the Wildlife Center, Broward Partnership for
the Homeless and Flamingo Gardens, among
others.
Stephanie Schoeder, graduate assistant
for SLCE, said she understands the difficulties
students face when volunteering.
“Finding a local community volunteer
group can be overwhelming,” she said. “It’s
easier for the affiliates to come here instead of
students having to go out. Now students have
a contact person with these affiliates, so they
know where to start.”
Morgan Thorn, junior biology major and
president of the Alpha Phi Omega organization,
attended the fair in the past and saw how it
impacted students.
“It’s a great way to find different
organizations to work with off campus,” she
said. “Students definitely get to see a different
side of the community that they wouldn’t
normally see.”
Gabrielle Golub, sophomore criminal
justice major, said volunteering helps students
escape from the intense school workload.
“I like volunteering because it relieves
stress from school or anything in a person’s
life,” she explained. “It clears your head, and
you get to help someone else.”
Other students believe volunteering will

help them in their future careers.
“You
need
service
hours
for
students’careers,”
Colleen
McMaken,
freshman marine biology major said. “It’s a
good resume-builder, and it makes you feel
good helping someone else.”
Schoeder encouraged students to attend
this event to better understand what it means to
give back to their community.
“We want students to know what
community
service
opportunities
are
available,” she explained. “Being able to gain a
different perspective from volunteering is very
important.”
Stephanie Silva, sophomore exercise
science major, said that volunteering can easily
fit into a student’s hectic schedule.
“It’s just like exercising. If a person’s
interested and doesn’t have the time, they’ll
make the time,” she said. “I think there’s a lot
of people who can benefit from it.”
Some students think volunteering itself
can benefit students.
“You gain experience with volunteering,
and you don’t have to pay anything when you
volunteer,” said Alexandra Bretoux, freshman
biology major. “You also learn how to give
back to the community without expecting
something in return.”
Thorn said that volunteering ultimately
helps students grow as individuals.
“You don’t have to spend five hours
volunteering, but you can spend two hours
helping someone,” she explained. “You not
only learn about the community, but you also
learn about yourself.”
Students are not required to register for the
fair. For more information, contact the SLCE
office at slce@nova.edu or 954-262-7195.

PHOTO PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM J. BECERRA

photography, copyright law, writing for
television news, clay animation and producing
a documentary. The conference will include a
small internship fair and end in a Q&A session
with the professionals.
Senior communication studies major
Natalie Moreau attended the conference last
year and said she looks forward to returning to
the conference this year.
“I think the conference is a great way to
see different aspects of communications in the
real world,” said Moreau. “I thought it was very
beneficial for my major and great just getting to
see different people in the field. I want to see
who’s going this year and what they have to
talk about.”
The conference is open to high school,
community college and NSU students.
Breakfast and lunch will be provided. The
registration fee is $10, but the conference is free
for NSU students. Registration closes on Jan.
29. To register, visit nova.edu/studentmedia/
multimediaconference/registration.

On Shore
Calendar
Winter Volunteer Fair
@UC Spine

11:30 AM - 1 PM

Stuff a Plush/Watch a Plush
@Flight Deck Backyard

8 - 10:30 PM

JAN 27
Special Olympics SAS
Weekend Trip

JAN 29
SOS Trip to QQuest
Escape Room pick-up

5:30 PM

Multimedia Conference
@DeSantis Building

8:15 AM

JAN 30

SEA Board General Body
Meeting
@Rosenthal 200

Noon - 1 PM

FEB 1
Tools for Success
Workshop
@Knight Auditorium

12:10 - 12:50 PM

FEB 2
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NEWS BRIEFS
Hensler appointed Executive Director for
University Relations
NSU President George Hanbury appointed
Brandon Hensler to executive director of
University Relations on Jan. 13. Hensler has
worked in the Office of Public Affairs since
Jan. 2011, and prior to his promotion was
named Interim executive director for the last
18 months. In his job, Hensler promotes NSU’s
accomplishments through local, state, national and
international media outlets. Prior to joining NSU,
Hensler served as the director of communications
for the ACLU of Florida, a non-profit organization,
and he handled media relations training, crisis
communication, community relations and internal
communications.
NSU’s online programs recognized in annual
report
U.S. News & World Report recognized
several NSU programs in its annual report on the
best online education programs in the U.S. The
criminal justice program dropped two ranked
positions in the past year, the nursing program
gained 28 spots in the last year, and the nonMBA graduate business and graduate education
programs joined the ranking for the first time.
Among others, the criminal justice graduate
program ranked 24th, Master’s in Nursing ranked
49th, the business (non-MBA) graduate program
ranked 78th, and the education graduate program
ranked 95th.
Learn how to build your resume
The College of Engineering and Computing
will host a workshop, alongside the Office of
Career Development, for students to learn how to
build their resumes on Jan. 28 from noon-1 p.m. in
the Career Library in the Horvitz building. Lunch
will be provided. To RSVP to the event, visit nova.
edu/career or call 954-262-7201.
Learn about mental health at Faculty
Symposium
The next Faculty Symposium, scheduled
for 4:30 to 6 p.m. on Feb. 4 in the Faculty Shark
Club, will focus on the “Confidentiality of Mental
Health Diagnoses and Treatment: Reasonable
Expectations and Legal Tensions.” Speakers
at the symposium include law professor Kathy
Cerminara, assistant professor in the Department
of Family Therapy Martha Gonzalez Marquez and
more.
Dive in with the scuba club
The Office of Recreation and Wellness
and Scuba Club are hosting dive trips for the
remainder of the semester. Trips include: manatee
snorkeling in Crystal River on Jan. 30, Blue
Grotto and Devil’s Den dives on Jan. 31, a twotank boat night dive on Feb. 13, a beach dive on
Feb. 14, two-tank boat dives on Feb. 27 and 28,
a beach dive on March 12, a two-tank boat night
dive on March 26 and a beach dive on April 3. For
more information on the dives, contact Tec Clark,
associate director for aquatics and scuba diving,
at tclark@nova.edu or 954-262-7042, or visit
nsuaquatics.com.
Learn about studying abroad
To educate students on study abroad
opportunities, the Office of International Affairs
will host the Education Abroad Fair on Feb. 4 from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Don Taft University
Center Spine. The fair will provide information on
travel study, studying abroad and scholarship and
financial aid information. For more information,
contact the Office of International Affairs at 954262-7240.
Be healthy with NSU
The Healthy Lifestyles Program will offer
complimentary health services to NSU students,
faculty and staff on Saturday mornings and
evenings. Lifestyle coaches are available to
help people learn how to eat healthier, exercise
regularly, become goal-oriented and to quit
smoking. To make an appointment, or for more
information, contact 954-262-5922 or gsc@nova.
edu.
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Fact-checking the Democratic debate
On Jan. 17, NBC News hosted a Democratic
presidential debate for the top-tier candidates:
Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders and Martin
O’Malley. The presidential candidates made
the following statements during the debate, The
Current staff decided the verdicts after heavy
research of reputable sources. Full transcripts of
the debate can be found online at cbsnews.com,
washingtonpost.com and nbcnews.com.
“As we look out at our country today, what
the American people understand is we have an
economy that’s rigged, that ordinary Americans
are working longer hours for lower wages, 47
million people living in poverty, and almost all
of the new income and wealth going to the top
one percent.”—Bernie Sanders, in his opening
statement
According to the National Center for Law
and Economic Justice, 46.5 million people were
living in poverty in the U.S. in 2012, and 20.4
million people were living in deep poverty,
whereas their income was at least 50 percent
below the poverty line.
The Economist reported that the
richest people in the top one percent receive
approximately half of their income from wages
and salaries. The rest of their salaries are made
from self-employment and business income,
interest, dividends, capital gains and rent.
VERDICT: True.
“He [Bernie Sanders] voted against the
Brady Bill five times. He voted for, what we
call, the Charleston Loophole. He voted for
immunity from gun-makers and sellers which
the NRA said, ‘was the most important piece of
gun legislation in 20 years.’”—Hillary Clinton,
on gun control
The Brady Bill, or the Brady Handgun
Violence Prevention Act, was passed in 1994
and made it mandatory for consumers to pass
background checks when purchasing guns from
licensed dealers. Politico reported that Sanders
did, in fact, vote against the bill.
The Washington Post reported that
when Sanders was a member of the House of
Representatives, he voted against the Bill in

May 1991, June 1991 and Nov. 1993. However,
Sanders voted in favor of the May 1991 Staggers
instant background check amendment, which
would allow people to request a response
explaining their ineligibility to purchase guns
if they didn’t pass background checks, and an
amendment to replace the five-day wait period.
VERDICT: True.
“One out of three African American men
may well end up going to prison. That’s the
statistic.”—Hillary Clinton, when asked if the
perception that African American men’s lives are
cheap is perception or reality
The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People reported on
their website that one in six black men were
incarcerated since 2001, and that, assuming
the trend continues, one in three black men can
expect to be imprisoned during their lives.
VERDICT: True.
“Who in America is satisfied that we have
more people in jail than any other country on
Earth, including China? Disproportionately,
African American and Latino. Who is satisfied
that 51 percent of African American young people
are either unemployed or underemployed?”—
Bernie Sanders, in response to Clinton’s answer
on African American perception
The New York Times reported in 2008
that the U.S. has roughly 2.3 million people
imprisoned, leading the world in imprisonment
rates. China is second in the world with the
number of people imprisoned with 1.6 million
people.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
that as of Dec. 2015, the unemployment rate for
male and female black people between the ages
of 16 and 19 was 23.7 percent.
VERDICT: Sanders remarks about
the incarceration rate in the U.S. were true;
however, his statistics about the unemployment
rates for African Americans was misleading.
While that specific demographic is leading in
unemployment rates in the U.S., it is not as high
as he stated.

“I drove our incarceration rate down to 20year lows and drove violent crime down to 30year lows, and became the first governor south
of the Mason-Dixon Line to repeal the death
penalty.”—Martin O’Malley, on his time as
mayor of Baltimore and governor of Maryland
FBI crime data from 1999-2009 shows
that Part 1 crimes, including criminal homicide,
forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, arson
and motor vehicle theft, did decline during his
term as Baltimore Mayor from 1999 to 2006.
During that time, the crime rate fell by 48
percent.
In 2011, five years after O’Malley left his
position as Mayor, Baltimore’s homicide rate
obtained the 30-year low O’Malley is referring
to. During this time, the homicide rate was
197, and, according to the Baltimore Sun, the
Baltimore Police Department had a different
strategy than he had when in office.
As for the death penalty, U.S. News
reported that on May 2, 2013, Maryland did, in
fact, become the first state south of the MasonDixon Line to repeal the death penalty.
VERDICT: O’Malley’s statements about
the incarceration rate and death penalty are true;
however, his statement about the 30-year low is
misleading.
“I voted for it [the Affordable Care Act],
but right now, what we have to deal with is the
fact that 29 million people still have no health
insurance. We are paying the highest prices
in the world for prescription drugs, getting
ripped off. And here’s the important point, we
are spending far more per person on healthcare
than the people of any other country.”—Bernie
Sanders, on healthcare
The Centers for Disease Control reported,
as of Aug. 2015, that the number of uninsured
people, under the age of 65, was 35.7 million.
CNN also reported that, when compared to other
countries, Americans tend to pay between two
and six times more for brand name prescription
drugs. As for healthcare spending in total, the
California Healthcare Foundation found that, as
of 2013, US health spending was approximately
$2.9 trillion, which exceeds other developing

countries.
VERDICT: True.
“I will go anywhere, to meet with anyone,
at any time to find common ground. That’s what
I did as a first lady, when I worked with both
Democrats and Republicans to get the Children’s
Health Insurance Program…”—Hillary Clinton,
on how she’ll bring the country together
Some sources say that Clinton’s role
was exaggerated. On Oct. 6, 2007, Senator
Edward M. Kennedy, a cosponsor of the CHIP
legislation, said, “The children’s health program
wouldn’t be in existence today if we didn’t
have Hillary pushing for it from the other end
of Pennsylvania Avenue.” Numerous other
advisers and senators also supported the claim
that Clinton was a driving force of motivation
behind the legislation.
VERDICT: True.
“We have not fully discussed detention
camps that our nation’s now maintaining. We
haven’t discussed the shameful treatment that
the people of Puerto Rico, our fellow Americans,
are getting treated with by these hedge funds that
are working them over.”—Martin O’Malley, in
his final statement
According to a report from CNN, the U.S.
currently has approximately 250 prisons and
jails throughout the country to house immigrant
detainees. The report also said that the U.S. has
the largest immigration detention system in the
world and costs approximately $1.84 billion a
year.
Hedge funds are limited partnerships of
investors that are typically high-risk. As of
Sept. 2015, Puerto Rico was $73 billion in debt,
approximately $3 billion of which was borrowed
in the form of hedge funds from U.S. investors.
Because the debt it so high, the government has
resorted to shutting down schools, rewriting
labor laws and cutting back on welfare benefits
for Puerto Rican citizens.
VERDICT: True.
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By: Grace Ducanis

Rebuild homes with SLCE

@GraceDucanis
The Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement (SLCE) is planning its sixth
annual spring break volunteer trip for students
to rebuild homes in New Orleans damaged by
Hurricane Katrina from Feb. 28 to March 5.
Students will work with Youth Rebuilding
New Orleans, an organization that buys
properties, builds, rebuilds or renovates them
and then sells them to teachers.
Elizabeth Mazorowicz, graduate assistant
for Student Leadership and Civic Engagement,
is organizing the trip.
“It’s not just volunteering, it’s not just
hanging out with people,” she said. “It’s
learning about a different community and being
able to contribute to the positive change in that
community.”
A group of teenagers started Youth
Rebuilding New Orleans 10 years ago after
Hurricane Katrina hit. They market homes
specifically for teachers because they believe
that the backbone of a community is education.
Mazorowicz said that even though
Hurricane Katrina happened 10 years ago, it’s
still important for volunteers to continue to
return to New Orleans.
“You don’t recover quickly from a
natural disaster that wipes through an entire
community,” she explained. “After a hurricane
hits, things don’t magically pop up. Families
had to evacuate, and everything was completely
ruined. You just don’t go back to that and have
it be OK. It takes years to build a community.”
Marybeth Lillwitz, sophomore sociology

Volunteers on last year’s trip to New Orleans.

major, is one of two site leaders for the trip who
will receive training before the trip and assist
with planning.
“You get a different perspective on service.
When you go on a trip, you can really give it
your all,” Lillwitz said. “It’s a lot different from
going on a service day for a few hours than when
you’re dedicating a whole week to service.”
Lillwitz is excited to see how Youth
Rebuilding New Orleans operates and to explore
New Orleans.
“I think students learn so much more from
being out in the community and being exposed
to different types of people than just from sitting
in their classroom,” she said.
Even though the purpose of the trip is to
help rebuild the community, students will get to
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experience New Orleans after their work for the
day is done.
“New Orleans is an incredible place with
an incredible culture,” said Mazorowicz. “There
are museums to explore. We’re staying near the
French Quarter.”
The New Orleans Spring Break trip is
only open to NSU students. Students who go
on the trip will receive training in construction.
Students can sign up online at orgsync.
com/45785/forms/176480. The cost is $290.
Transportation, lodging and meals will be
provided. The deadline to sign up is Feb. 1.
For more information, contact the Office
of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement at
SLCE@nova.edu or 954-262-7195.
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That Time I... was a juror at a mock trial
By: Tiffany Smith
On Saturday, Oct. 31, I woke up with one
thought on my mind. Not about my Halloween
costume for the evening, but rather if it was
worth waking up at 7 a.m. for a mock trial
rehearsal at the Shepard Broad College of Law.
It turns out, it was.
As a member of the undergraduate mock
trial team, it was mandatory for us to attend the
rehearsal to see how a real mock trial would
unfold. I wasn’t sure what to expect, but I would
soon find out.
I arrived at Shepard Law School to see my
fellow mock trial team members waiting in the
lobby before going into the court room. I was
one of 12 selected jurors.
We filed into the brightly lit court room and
took a seat in the juror box. The host introduced
herself as Professor Chaney and thanked us
for joining her and supporting the law school
students. Soon after, she gave the cue to the
judge, and the show began.
The prosecutor launched into his argument
about a case of which I was unfamiliar. With
great passion, the law student spoke of the
defendant’s anger erupting like a grenade. I was

By: Li Cohen
@Current_Yakira

scrambling to grasp what the case was about, but
his passionate argument was enthralling.
Then, the defense countered with a theme
of greed, pointing the blame at two twins who
committed murder because their third sibling
conned them out of their inheritance. It was
like watching a live soap opera. Here were four
law students who were acting out the roles of
the lawyers they aspired to be. It was the art of
persuasion mixed with superb acting skills and
some quick thinking.
The “lawyers,” so to speak, were also
responsible for acting out their witness roles,
even if it meant a man impersonating an 18-yearold college girl, which sent a wave of sniggers
throughout the audience.
Throughout the trial, jurors’ heads
swiveled from witness to lawyer as the pace of
the questions quickened, and the lawyer cleverly
extracted information from their subjects.
Before we knew it, it was time for a fiveminute break. The atmosphere was tense among
the jurors. We were wrapped up in curiosity
wondering if the defendant was guilty of murder,
assault and leaving the scene of a crime.
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Senior legal studies major Tiffany Smith enjoyed participating
in the law school’s mock trial.

When the trial resumed, I had made up
my mind. The prosecutor had just finished his
closing argument, and I knew for a fact that
the defendant was guilty… until the defense
launched into action, and I was left dangling in a
wave of uncertainty.
After the closing arguments, we had
10 minutes to deliberate. It seemed like two.

Everyone was so animated trying to determine
the defendant’s fate. Did the defendant, in his
fury, murder his daughter’s former volleyball
coach, then purposely slam into his former high
school rival while driving on a dark street?
Fifteen minutes later, when we had to give
our verdict, we were completely divided on the
charges. Maybe the defendant was guilty for one
charge, but not for all.
As jurors, we might not have reached a
definitive conclusion, but I knew one thing for
certain: I was glad this was not a real case. Being
a juror is not like having someone read you a
bedtime story. It is a matter of decision-making
in which the ultimate verdict defines the fate of
the defendant, which is more than I can handle.
But being a part of a mock trial was a terrific
experience. I commend the law students for
their excellent performance both as lawyers and
witnesses. I look forward to future collaborative
events with the graduate law students. They
have a lot of valuable knowledge to share with
undergraduates. For one, I have learned that
being a juror is no easy feat.

Under the South Florida sea

Spending the day tanning in the sun,
watching sunsets from the beach and walking on
the boardwalk at night are all fun and popular
activities for most Floridians. As fun as these
activities are, there is a hidden gem of outdoor
adventuring that many people fail to search for:
diving under the sea.
With Professional Association of Diving
Instructors (PADI) courses, which are required
to go diving, individuals can find local dive
shops that offer certifications in open water
diving, scuba diving, adventure diving,
advanced open water diving, rescue diving and
more. Certification isn’t needed for snorkeling,
but for the diving locations, you must have an
open water diver certification, and for advanced
diving, you must have advanced open water
diving certification.
There’s something about diving ― whether
it be the ability to breathe underwater, the
remarkable sensation of feeling weightless or
the magnificent scenery that’s unlike any on
land ― that is simply addicting. There are some
diving areas that are just too beautiful for words.
For those who are certified to dive on a regular
basis, and for those who aren’t certified but still
want to see the beauty of the sea, here are some
go-to spots.
For snorkeling:
Snorkeling is for those who want to get a
glimpse of the underwater world without having
to dive deep into the sea. Snorkelers stay near
the surface of the water and, typically, only
submerge their heads. The only equipment
required to go snorkeling is a full face mask,
snorkel and fins.
Vista Park
The beautiful coral reef is off the shore of
northern Ft. Lauderdale. The dive area features

staghorn coral, turtles, tropical fish and even
nurse sharks. The dive is typically between
10 and 18 feet and is about 80 yards from the
shoreline.

structure beginning at about 70 feet.

Blue Heron Bridge
While this is a great place to go diving, it’s
also wonderful site to go snorkeling for those
who aren’t scuba-certified. Blue Heron Bridge,
otherwise known as Phil Foster Park, is on
Singer Island and is recognized as a top diving
spot. In the past, snorkelers have seen manatees,
tiny squids, eagle rays and seahorses.

Shark Canyon
Located off of Juno Beach, this is the
perfect site to see Caribbean reef sharks up
close and personal. The go-to spot of the dive
is known as the Amphitheater, a horseshoeshaped cut out in the reef ledge. This is where
you can see the reef sharks swimming around
you and your fellow divers. In the past, divers
have seen spotted eagle rays, hammerhead
sharks and a tagged Hawksbill turtle. The dive
is approximately 70 feet.

Indian Key State Historic Site
Off of Islamorada in the Florida Keys
lies this small island known for its historical
ghost town where past residents salvaged cargo
from shipwrecks. Snorkelers often see corals,
sponges, barracudas, crabs, snappers and hogfish
in the shallow waters.

For advanced diving:
Advanced divers must have an advanced
open water certification, as dives are between
60 and 130 feet deep. These divers often visit
shipwrecks and deep reefs. Required equipment
is the same as that for regular diving.

For diving:
Diving is for those who are PADI-certified
and want to get up close and personal with the
underwater world. The diver’s entire body
is underwater, and divers with open water
certification typically only dive up to 60 or 70
feet. Required equipment includes an oxygen
tank, single hose, open-circuit two-stage diving
regulator, a diving suit, swim fins and a full face
mask, which can often be rented from a dive
shop.
Budweiser Bar
This shipwreck dive is in Boca Raton
and features an artificial reef with numerous
snapper, barracuda, angelfish, corals and even
a 150-pound Jewfish. The average depth of the
dive is 80 feet, with the 167-foot freighter’s

Governors River Walk
River Walk is for the real diving adventurers
― it’s a series of shipwrecks that one can see in a
single dive if you time the currents and let them
push you along the way. Wrecks include the Sha
Sha, St. Jacques, Thozina and the Gilbert Sea.
The wrecks are about 90 feet deep and feature
reefs, lemon sharks and other sea life.
Princess Anne Reef
This 100-foot dive off of Palm Beach
features an artificial reef made from a 2400ton ferry vessel. S.S. Princess Anne originally
transported cars and people across Chesapeake
Bay, and eventually, she ended up in Palm Beach
County. Divers have seen grouper, spotted eagle
ray, bull sharks, dog snappers and bass.

Tortuga
Sometimes called the Fair Game ship, the
Tortuga is a 165-foot steel ship that is a part of the
Pflueger Artificial Reef site. The ship sits upright
in 110 feet of water and is easy for trained divers
to navigate. Many divers see boxfish, snapper,
barracuda and other under-the-sea fauna.

Before going out
into open water,
make sure to check
the local weather
and news reports
for any closures
or warnings. Avoid
snorkeling or diving
alone, and never
go out on a night
dive unless certified
or with a certified
scuba instructor.
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Breaking bad habits: Tips and tricks

Bad habits are hard to break. It’s a timeless
saying, and you probably use it as your excuse
for why you can’t stop doing something you
know you shouldn’t be doing. But that’s your
first mistake; thinking you can’t do something
often hinders your ability to complete it. If
you’re trying to break a bad habit and need a
little motivation, stay tuned. Here’s how to kick
bad habits like Jet Li in a Kung Fu movie.
What: Name that habit
Figure out what your bad habit is. It might
even be something that you do without knowing
it. But remember that just because something
is a habit that doesn’t mean it is something you
should change; good habits exist as well. To
know if something is worth changing, think
about its consequences. Ask yourself, “Does this
action have bad consequences, and will I benefit
from not doing it?” If the answer to both of those
questions is “Yes,” then, congratulations, you’ve
completed your first step.
This step is definitely the most important
because you will need it as motivation. After
identifying what the benefits of stopping your
bad habit are, you can use them as motivation

to keep you going if you ever feel like it gets
too hard.
For example, many people bite their nails
and have trouble stopping, especially if it is
an outlet for nervousness or embarrassment.
However, many who have this problem find the
stubby appearance bit nails to be unattractive.
Let’s say you’re trying to stop biting your nails.
A good motivation would be how pretty your
hands will look once your nails have grown out
to the length of your choosing.
When: No time like the present
Timing is everything; you have to set
realistic goals. That doesn’t mean that you can’t
dream or set goals for your future, but when it
comes to bad habits, you have to approach them
realistically. It’s almost like the hype of starting
a New Year’s resolution; many people do not
complete them because they set unrealistic
goals and place so much weight on completing
the goal that it begins to feel like it is not
accomplishable. Before you know it, you have
another New Year’s resolution fail.
So if you really want to break your bad
habit, you need to start with small change

at the right time and if you really have to log
your progress, motivations, and thoughts. All
of that will contribute to keeping you on track.
The most important part is picking a time and
sticking to it. Mentally prepare yourself for your
change and make sure that when the date you
chose arises that you don’t chicken out ― stick
to it.
It’s also really important to start in the
beginning of the week; that way, you can track
your progress easily and won’t catch yourself
saying, “It’s the middle of the week. Maybe I
should start on Monday.”
For example, you know you have a really
big trip coming up in two months, and you
decide that you want to look and feel your best
on your trip, so you decide that you are going
to start drinking less soda and more water. You
have 60 days to get on track; pick the first day of
the month, and get started.
How: Hitting the jackpot
Remember that being realistic is the key to
success. For example, if you have an addiction to
coffee, do not expect to just be able to cut it cold
turkey. Caffeine has strong addictive properties,

so maybe you should try weaning yourself off it
slowly. If you normally have six cups a day, cut
down to five and so on until you are finally at
one ― and then, hopefully, none. The truth is,
the more obtainable a goal is the more likely you
are to stay motivated to reach it.
So maybe your ultimate goal is to
completely stop your bad habit, but you know
it will take time. Along the journey to breaking
your habit, combat any frustration or impatience
by accomplishing those smaller individual goals
first. Having smaller goals will make achieving
your ultimate goal easier because, along the way,
you’ll accomplish the little things. And before
you know it, you will hit the jackpot.
When it comes to breaking a bad habit, you
want to make sure that you follow your what,
when and how. That will be the plan that helps
you stick to your goal, even when it gets hard.
Bad habits die hard, but if you mentally prepare
yourself, plan out your steps and find ways to
keep yourself motivated, you can and will be
successful. In the words of Mr. Keys to Success,
DJ Khaled, stay focused, work hard and never
give up.
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The art of storytelling: Why it’s
important
By: Emilio Lorenzo and Emily Tasca
Emilio Lorenzo is the assistant director
of career advisement in NSU’s Office of
Career Development. Emilio understands the
importance of helping students reach their
career goals and works with all students,
including undergraduate, graduate and
professional level students, to achieve their
professional goals.
Emily Tasca is a member of the career
advisement team in NSU’s Office of Career
Development. She works with current students
and alumni at the undergraduate, graduate
and professional levels to ensure that each
individual is supported throughout his or her
career exploration and planning process.
Since the beginning of time, there have
been stories, stories that have come in many
different shapes and sizes but, at the end of
the day, deliver a certain message and paint a
picture for the audience. Many do not realize
the power that stories possess, as they can
drive the imagination while revealing more
unique characteristics about the storyteller.
Storytelling is a valuable tool to utilize
whether in an interview, networking or writing
professional documents, such as personal
statements or cover letters, as they can be the
window that conveys not just skill sets but
also a full spectrum of what encapsulates the
individual.
One of the main struggles when entering
a competitive interview is how you can make
yourself stand out throughout the process.
When up against candidates with similar
credentials, using personal stories is a way to
set yourself apart. For example, it’s very easy
to tell the interviewer that you are a leader and

a great communicator, which they would then
have to take on face value. Instead, approaching
this situation with a story offers examples of
how you have utilized your leadership and
communication skills in the past. In this
scenario, the interviewee could have reflected
back on specific leadership experiences that
required the use of communication skills,
like planning a community service event for
a student organization. Not all stories need to
be the next Academy Award winner, as long
as they exemplify the message that you are
trying to get across.
To ensure that your message within the
story is not lost in translation, organize your
storytelling approach with what is referred
to as the “STAR Format.” For example,
imagine someone asks you to share a time you
experienced a conflict and how you handled
that situation. For this question, it is very easy
to go on tangents, just like that one uncle or
aunt at the holiday party who tells a story that
has no point and no end in sight. Instead of
getting lost in all the details, stick to the main
points of the story, which in the STAR Format
are the situation, task, action and result.
Regarding the question above about a conflict,
an individual can respond with:
One summer, I worked at an air
conditioner servicing company, where I was
in charge of answering calls and handling
customer issues. Considering it was the
summer in Florida, we would have many
upset customers calling in need of service.
One individual in particular was very upset
and a bit hostile over the phone. I remained
calm, gathered all the necessary information
and continuously acknowledged the caller’s
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complaints and needs while staying positive
throughout the entire process. At the end
of our conversation, I was able to send a
technician to his home that very afternoon,
and he actually was very appreciative of our
quick service and my demeanor throughout.
This story was not only a good
representation of how the individual
can handle conflicts, but it also gave the
interviewer a better understanding of the
individual’s personality.
One question you may ask yourself
is, “How personal should I get when I tell
stories?” The answer lies in the setting or
in the manner in which you plan to use the
story. As we mentioned earlier, in interviews,
the STAR Format is your best approach;
however, in personal statements and other
professional documents, the details may need
to be expanded upon to give the reader a fuller
picture.
For example, if you are applying to a
graduate program, like medical school or
law school, you will want to ensure that the
admissions committee understands why you
are the right fit for their program, who you

are as an individual and how your values and
overall life philosophy aligns with that of the
institution. To do this, you need to dive deeper;
unlike the interview, you will not be present to
fill in any gaps or answer clarifying questions.
Just remember when including personal stories
to ensure that the story is always tied back to the
topic at hand.
Overall, stories are a part of our culture and
everyday life, so what better way to show the
“real you” than to use stories as a tool to deliver
appropriate messages and themes? As you
continue on your professional career journey, it
is important to reflect back on your experiences,
memorable interactions and difficult situations
that provided life lessons. These reflections can
be considered “story banking,” where you build
a virtual bank of stories in your mind that are
readily available to include in interview answers
or within professional documents and settings.
The power of storytelling is an underrated
resource; it is fueled by your personal journey
and can be the empowering force to make
yourself stand out.
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Secret Life: Dr. Steven Alford
and Dr. Suzanne Ferriss
By: Nicole Cocuy
@CurrentNicole
Sometimes, studying what you’re
passionate about can turn what was once simply
a hobby into an academic breakthrough. This
was certainly the case for Suzanne Ferriss
and Steven Alford, professors in the College
of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences in
the Department of Literature and Modern
Languages, who merged their interest in
motorcycles with their passion for scholarship.
Alford and Ferriss, who ride a Triumph
Speed Triple and Yamaha FZ1, respectively,
travel cross-country and even commute to work
on their motorcycles. But since they started
studying motorcycle culture, they’ve published
a book on motorcycle culture, traveled the world
to conferences where they’ve met other scholars
with similar interests and even taught an honors
course on motorcycle myth and culture.
How did you both get started with
motorcycling?
Alford: “Well I rode when I was young
and irresponsible, and much later, one of one of
our students here had a bike, and he was going
back to his home in Switzerland, and Suzanne
arranged to buy the bike from him for me. So
then I was going to take the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation course, and so I said, ‘If I’m going
to do it, you’re going to do it.’ So then we did it
together, and then we got another bike, and she
got that bike.”
Ferriss: “Yeah, so I basically didn’t start
until I was in my 40s. I came to it late.”
What made you both interested motorcycles
in the first place?
Alford: “Get on one and drive 85 miles
per hour on the expressway, and you’ll be very
interested. I think it’s just as much fun as you
can have with your clothes on.”
Ferriss: “I think there’s also this more
immersive sensory experience, and that could
be good or bad. When it’s really hot, and you’re
going through Texas, and it’s 105 degrees, and
you’re feeling dehydrated, then you do not want
to be on a motorcycle. You would like to be in
an air-conditioned car. But when it’s a beautiful
day outside, you can feel the sun, and you can
feel the breeze, and you can smell things, even
through a full-face helmet. We’ve gone through
Florida, and you can smell the orange groves.
I think that part of it is really interesting. You
feel like you’re more connected to the landscape
when you’re on the motorcycle than you do
when you’re in the car.”
How frequently do you just get on your
motorcycles and just ride round?
Ferriss: “I would say a few times every
week to commute. We don’t do it so much to go
out for fun. We do it more to commute. We ride
to work.”
Alford: “But preferable to riding among
South Florida drivers for us is going on trips.
Spending a couple of months on the bike over
the summer is really what we prefer.“
Ferriss: “It’s the preferable experience, but
we use it for commuting because it’s also more
environmentally conscious and cost efficient,
even though it’s sometimes difficult to jockey
with the drivers. And, of course, when it’s
raining, we have the alternative: taking a car. If
it’s raining, we usually avoid it, but if it’s nice
out, we usually ride.”

What’s the coolest place that you’ve gone to
while riding?
Ferriss: “I would say that we’ve been to lot
of really cool places. I would say the Canadian
Rockies was one of the best places we’ve been
to. Going along the ice fields parkway toward
Jasper was amazing. And wouldn’t you say
Southern Utah and the Grand Canyon?”
Alford: “Yeah, Utah is all rocks, right? ‘Oh,
let’s go look at some rocks,’ right? It turns out
that Bryce Canyon National Park, Zion National
Park, Canyon Lands, Arches National Park,
all of this stuff is in Utah, and, as long as you
don’t find the need to drink alcohol, it’s a very
interesting state.”
What made you interested in studying
motorcycle culture?
Alford: “Well, first of all, it was a way to
be a scholar and still do fun stuff. We have been
editors for the Journal of Motorcycle Studies for
10 years, and then we published a book in 2008
called ‘Motorcycle,’ and we have another one
coming out this spring on the relation of bicycles
and motorcycles.”
Ferriss: “But I think, initially, it was going
to popular culture conferences. That’s how
it started. It was a way to combine something
that we enjoy doing but also learn more about
it, and then to meet other scholars who are
also interested in it, and then looking at how
it intersects with popular culture, with history,
with design, engineering. The ways that you
could gain entry into other fields was, to us, very
interesting.”
Alford: “In 2009, we had a conference put
on by the University of Trier in Germany. The
American Studies department there put on a
conference based on our book, and it was really
cool. They had artwork and stuff that some
Germans did, and we had lectures and showed
movies and stuff. That was fun to do.”
Ferriss: “We’ve met people from all over
the world who ride motorcycles and study
them.”
Through your motorcycle culture research,
what were your major findings?
Alford: “I think one of them is — I wouldn’t
call it negative — but one of them is sort of
corrective to try through scholarship to get out
of people’s heads the idea that people who ride
motorcycles are these unwashed, bearded,
smelly, uneducated, potentially violent outlaws.
First of all, there are 7 million motorcyclists in
the U.S., and that is an extreme minority, but,
of course, because they’re very attractive to the
media and because we have this whole history
since 1954 of popular culture sort of buying into
that with ‘The Wild One’ and all of the films that
follow that, it’s just pervasive. And we wanted
to sort of emphasize these gender issues. There
have always been female motorcyclists, and
they can ride bikes, too.”
Ferriss: “I think that’s been driving all
of our research. It’s to open people’s eyes to
the fact that, first of all, it’s not just the way
it’s represented in America, too. This is an
international phenomenon, and motorcycling is
in some ways more pervasive in other countries
than it is here. It’s not the minority.”
Alford: “And when you look at it in other
countries, it’s fundamentally a utilitarian vehicle.
It’s how you get your fish to market, you know?
It’s how you get your family to the mosque, or
whatever, so people find it a cheap, efficient,
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Top: Alford and Ferriss on their motorcycles.
Bottom: Ferriss and Alford near the Grand Tetons in Wyoming.

reliable vehicle. But here, because it’s America,
you have to buy something to get in touch with
yourself. So you have to use it as some kind of
self-oriented, therapeutic tool to engage in these
very self-oriented recreations. That’s, to me, sort
of silly over the long term.”
What advice do you have for those who
might be interested in motorcycling?
Alford: “There’s one piece of advice, and
that is to take the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
course. It’s usually on a Thursday night, and
it’s all day Saturday and all day Sunday. It’s not
cheap. It’s like $300 bucks or something, but
they start you out by giving you a motorcycle
and you learn how to walk it, and you learn how
to park it, and you learn how to sit on it. Basically
they teach you how to not kill yourself. There is
so much valuable information and skills that you
learn in a short amount of time, and, in addition,
on Sunday, when you’re done, they hand you a
little piece of paper, and this is your chit that you
can take to the DMV and get your ‘Motorcycle
Also’ endorsement on your driver’s license. So

you don’t have to go down there and deal with
the cops and take a driver’s test. It’ll give you
that right to have it on your license. It’s true for
everybody, but especially for younger people
who are more likely to have a higher opinion
of their skills than they might actually have.
And, of course, you see so many idiots riding
around here in their flip flops and their shorts
and wanting to feel the wind in their hair with
no helmet. Those people are organ donors, and
they clearly have not been apprized of how one
should ride, which is with protective gear.”
Ferriss: “We also recognize that it’s not
for everybody, and we’re not trying to convert
people to motorcycling, but take the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation course if you’re even at all
interested. Take the course, and check it out in a
safe, controlled way with expert guidance. It’s a
great way to train.“
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Finding fitness: Yogalates

Sports

By: Erin Herbert
@erin_herbert
What is it?
Yogalates is a unique form of exercise that
combines the breathing practices of traditional
yoga with the core-stabilizing techniques of
Pilates. Practicing Yogalates is meant to give you
a workout for both the mind and body; the Pilates
element focuses on muscle control and posture,
while the yoga element focuses more on individual
meditation, as well as strengthening both the mind
and spirit. The primary concentration of Yogalates
is pushing the physical limits of your body while
simultaneously expanding your mind.
What are the benefits?
Yogalates is often used as form of physical
therapy and is ideal for rehabilitation of minor
injuries. Due to the muscle strengthening nature
of Yogalates, it is highly recommended for
individuals with back problems; the poses used
in Yogalates can stretch and relieve pressure on
the muscles surrounding your vertebrae and can
even improve posture to prevent future spinal
injuries. In addition to being used as a form of
therapy, Yogalates can increase flexibility in any
individual. Over time, performing Yogalates poses
will promote healthier muscle movement and
increase an individual’s muscle tone.
Not only will Yogalates improve the overall
health of your muscles, it can also help keep your
internal organs healthy and working properly.
Yogalates poses and breathing exercises work to
stimulate your internal organs, which will increase
your body’s natural blood flow. Increased blood
circulation offers benefits such as healthy skin,
improved heart function and a strong immune

system.
When practiced in combination with a
healthy diet, Yogalates can be effectively burn
a large amount of calories and be an effective
weight loss technique. According to Harvard
Health, both a one-hour yoga class and a one-hour
Pilates class can burn approximately 300 calories
in a 155-pound person. Practicing Yogalates over
an extended period can result in a substantial
amount of weight loss, as long the effort you
expend continually increases.
What are the risks?
When participating in Yogalates, it is very
important not force your body into uncomfortable
poses. Attempting to do a difficult pose without
proper training or stretching can lead to muscle
strain and other minor injuries.
Ways to learn Yogalates:
Yogilates — Beginners Workout DVD
By: Jonathan Urla
Available on Amazon.com for $6.95
Yogalates Workout — Pilates & Yoga Beach
Fusion
By: Boho Beautiful
Available on YouTube for free
Louise Solomon’s Yoga & Pilates: Total Body
Toner DVD
By: Louise Solomon
Available on Amazon for $9.95

SPORTSSHORTS
Women’s Tennis

The women’s tennis team won their first
competition of the year on Jan. 16, winning
6-1 over Florida Atlantic University.

Women’s Basketball

The men’s basketball team beat Florida
Southern by 88-83 on Jan. 18. Sophomore
Troy Spears led the team with a total of 23
points.
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Buffalo Bills hire first ever full-time
female coach
For the first time in NFL history, a woman
will be a full-time assistant coach. The
Buffalo Bills announced that it will hire
Kathryn Smith as a full-time female
assistant coach. Smith will serve as
special teams quality control coach after
serving as administrative assistant to Rex
Ryan, Bills head coach, in 2015. Smith
has worked with Ryan for seven years,
including during his coaching stint with the
New York Jets from 2009 to 2014.
Panthers coach bans hoverboards
Ron Rivera, coach for the Carolina
Panthers, banned players from riding
hoverboards in the Bank of America
Stadium after watching videos in which
the devices caught fire. According to
ESPN, he said, “Have you seen those
things on YouTube blowing up?” Rivera
also cautioned players against riding
hoverboards to and from work. He
also showed the players a video of a
hoverboard short-circuiting and bursting
into flame. Although Rivera banned the
devices a few weeks before Christmas,
the restriction didn’t become public until
recently.
Rodney Henry pursues racial
discrimination suit against Gayle
Benson
Rodney Henry, former personal assistant
to New Orleans Saints and New Orleans
Pelicans owner Tom Benson, alleged
in the suit that his wife, Gayle Benson,
“treated him with disdain and disrespect,”
forcing him to leave his job last year.
Henry alleged that Gayle Benson used
derogatory and racially charged language
when referring to him. He maintained that
his relationship with Tom Benson remained
positive while he worked with him, but
since Benson married in 2004, his wife
displayed discriminatory behavior. In one
instance, Gayle Benson required that
Henry stay in a small, un-air conditioned

Men’s Baseball

Men’s Basketball

Come and
chill in our
comfortable
seating

OUT OF THE SHARKZONE
and towel-less room in the Benson’s
home in West Virginia. The Saints denied
“any wrongdoing by anyone within the
organization.”
Joe Blanton signs with Dodgers
Blanton, 35, signed a one-year, $4 million
deal with the Los Angeles Dodgers after
starting 10 games with the team in 2012.
After playing with the Los Angeles Angels
in 2013, Blanton retired in 2014, resuming
his career in 2015 with the Kansas City
Royals and Pittsburgh Pirates. Blanton had
a 1.57 ERA with the Pirates.
Patriots LB Jerod Mayo on injured
reserve
The New England Patriots placed Jerod
Mayo, linebacker, on the injured reserve for
the rest of the season after he suffered a
shoulder injury in the team’s Jan. 16 victory
against the Kansas City Chiefs. Mayo has
totaled 49 tackles and one sack during the
season, playing in all 16 of the regularseason games.
Cardinals reliever fined for gambling
A Seoul, South Korea, court fined Seung
Hwan Oh, a St. Louis Cardinals reliever,
approximately $8,300 for betting heavily
at a casino In Macau, breaking gambling
laws. The court also fined Lim Chang-yong,
former Chicago Cubs pitcher and Oh’s
ex-teammate with a South Korean team, the
same amount. Prosecutors charged both
players for betting approximately $33,000
each at a Macau casino in 2014, prompting
the Korean Baseball Organization to
penalize them with half-season bans.
South Korea has only one local casino and
16 that admit foreigners, at which South
Koreans are banned from betting large
sums of money.

ON DECK

The women’s basketball team earned an
81-79 win over Florida Southern on Jan. 16.
Kayla Wright and Molly Blomer led the team
in points with 22 and 21 points, respectively.
The Sharks have now extended their
winning streak to 10 games.

FREE WIFI
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vs. Tusculum
NSU Baseball Complex
Jan. 29, 6 p.m.

Only
5 Minutes
from
NSU
Wraps/Salads
20oz Smoothies
Juices & More
Made to order with
Fresh Fruit & Produce

7250 Griffin Road • Davie, Florida 33314 • (954) 583-0426

Women’s Tennis
vs. ASA Junior College
NSU Tennis Complex
Jan. 30, 10 a.m.

vs. Newberry
NSU Baseball Complex
Jan. 30, 1 p.m.
vs. Catawba
NSU Baseball Complex
Jan. 31, 1 p.m.

Women’s
Basketball
vs. Lynn
Boca Raton, Fla.
Jan. 27, 5:30 p.m.
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Jan. 30, 2 p.m.

Men’s Basketball
vs. Lynn
Boca Raton, Fla.
Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m.
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Jan. 30, 4 p.m.
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Athlete of the Week:
Emma Wahlstrom

By: Erin Herbert
@erin_herbert
Junior Emma Wahlstrom established
an impressive swimming career in her home
country of Sweden and has brought her talent to
the U.S. to become one of NSU’s top swimmers.
Wahlstrom moved from Sweden to Florida
in 2013 so she could attend NSU and pursue a
degree in business administration. She hopes
to return to Sweden after college to establish a
career in management.
Wahlstrom is no stranger to success in
swimming. While swimming in Sweden, she
earned nine Swedish Youth National Medals
and one Junior National medal. Her swimming
career has continued to flourish in the U.S. She
finished in the top eight at both conference
championships and national competitions. She
was also a member of NSU’s Sunshine State
Conference Championship team in 2015.
I got the chance to sit down with Wahlstrom
and ask her a few questions about herself.
How did you get your start in swimming?
“It’s weird actually because I don’t have
any family members involved in swimming.
I just started off learning how to swim when I
was a kid, and it just escalated from there. My
swimming teacher said that she saw potential
in me and told my parents that I should keep
swimming, and I’ve just kept on going. So I’ve
never really stopped.”
What events do you normally swim?
“I swim a lot of stuff. It really depends
on what day it is. But I do swim the 100 and
200 backstroke, some sprint events, the 100
freestyle, 200 freestyle and 500 freestyle. All
freestyle and backstroke, basically.”
What are your favorite events to swim?
“I like the 200 freestyle the best, I think. I
also like the 500 freestyle on a good day. But I
think the 200 freestyle is the best one for me.”
What do you think is the hardest part of

swimming?
“I think it’s the amount of time that you
have to put into it. It’s a very demanding sport,
and everything has to be perfect in order to get
a really good race. So I think the hardest part is
the amount of time it takes in order to get better.”
How do you balance being a student and an
athlete?
“I just sit down every Sunday and plan out
my whole week. I plan what I’m going to eat,
when I’m going to eat, when I’m going to study
and what I’m going to study. I just try to plan
everything ahead and go by a schedule, or I else
I wouldn’t make it through the week.”
Do you have any coaches that have
influenced you throughout your coaching
career?
“In Sweden, I changed coaches a lot, and
it’s a lot of individual training and your own
responsibility, so I think I had more influential
coaches here. Coach Holly, actually. She made
me realize that I could do better in a lot of
different events than I swam when I came here.
So she made me realize that I could swim more
than just two events, and that I really have to
work hard to get better.”
What do you think is the most rewarding
part of swimming?
“I think it’s the extra family that you get
from the team, since we spend so much time
together and practice together so often. You get
so close with everyone. Even if it’s an individual
sport, we get really close, and we’re still a team.
Probably the biggest advantage that we get is
learning time management, too. I think it’ll be
really beneficial later on in life when we get into
our professions. I think that’s going to be really
helpful.”
What has been your greatest achievement as
a swimmer so far?
“Back home, it would be my Junior National
medals and Senior National medals, but here, it
would probably be making it to Nationals and

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM J. FRAYSURE
Wahlstrom traded in her days in Sweden to swim at NSU.

placing top eight at Nationals. And, of course,
winning conference with my team.”
How does it feel to be one of the top
swimmers on the team this year?
“I wouldn’t say that, but I feel like everyone
has a big part in our success. My success is
based not only on me but also on my coaches
and my teammates. I feel honored to represent
the team the way I do. I don’t see myself as a top
scorer on the team ― I just contribute what I can
to the team.”
Is there anything specific you do before a
race to pump yourself up?
“Not really in-season, but at conference
and nationals, I always listen to house music,
Swedish House Mafia especially.”
How do you handle a loss in a race, or a loss
as a team?
“I’m very competitive, so I get very angry
in the beginning. I usually just get into my
own bubble for a few minutes, and I just say to
myself, ‘Whatever, it’s only one race,’ or ‘It’s
one competition. We’ll get better.’ I don’t walk
around being angry for a long time, but it really
affects me a lot when we lose. But I know it

On the Bench:

Racing isn’t a real sport
By: Erin Herbert
@erin_herbert
Sports are one of America’s favorite forms
of entertainment. The athleticism and display of
talent within sports is what initially draws fans
in and keeps them coming back for more. But
within the seemingly simple world of sports,
there will always be the age-old argument
centered on what is and what isn’t a truly
considered a sport. Cheerleading has long been
the focus of this heated debate, but there has
been another form of entertainment posing as a
sport for just as long: NASCAR.
Ever since it’s advent in 1948, the National
Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, more
commonly known by the acronym NASCAR,
is the body that oversees a number of auto
racing leagues. The most popular and wellknown league within NASCAR is the Sprint
Cup series, featuring stock cars racing distances
of up to 500 miles. The cars used in NASCAR
races are specially designed to exceed the
speeds and capabilities of normal automobiles,
making NASCAR a more extreme form of

entertainment.
Many would argue that NASCAR is a sport
because of the physical demands that driving at
speeds of up to 200 mph can place on a driver
and the endurance required to finish a 500-mile
race. However, it is important to realize that
it’s the car doing the brunt of the work when it
comes to automobile racing. NASCAR doesn’t
always depend on how athletic the driver is, but
rather how fast his or her car is. It really isn’t fair
to call something a true sport when athleticism
isn’t even required.
When compared to a real sport, such a cross
country, the case for NASCAR being a sport
doesn’t even come close to holding up. In cross
country, an athlete needs to be in good physical
form in order to be a competitor; whose body
can physically go the fastest determines who
the winners are, not the competitors’ sneakers.
In NASCAR, it’s the exact opposite; a driver
could be the least athletic person in the world,
but as long as they have a fast car, they’ll have

no problem competing.
Just about anyone can hold their foot to
the gas pedal without much physical training.
Realistically, driving doesn’t require any
physical exertion; the pit crew ends up doing
more physical work than the driver by the end
of the race. Saying that NASCAR is a sport
and is on the same level as sports such as
soccer or baseball is insulting to real athletes.
Do NASCAR drivers train every day? No. Do
they have to be in top physical condition to even
be chosen to compete? Definitely not. If we’re
going to honor driving as a sport, then pretty
much anything could be considered a sport.
Sports are supposed to be competitions of
physical strength and endurance. By the very
definition of the word, a sport is an activity
that requires both physical exertion and skill,
two elements that NASCAR definitely lacks.
NASCAR should simply be considered
entertainment because NASCAR drivers are
predominantly entertainers, not athletes.

won’t be there forever, so I just keep going on.”
What are your expectations going on in
competitive swimming?
“I’m trying to take it one race at a time. Just
focus on one race, otherwise, it would be way
too stressful. I just try to make sure I’m in a good
environment, like my teammates are pumped
and making sure that we have a good team spirit,
so that everyone can do their best.”
Once you’re done with college, do you plan
to continue swimming?
“I haven’t really decided. It depends on
what comes up with job opportunities. But I’m
never going to quit swimming for life, it’s always
going to be my main practice. I’m never going
to stop, but maybe I won’t keep swimming on a
competitive level.”
When you’re not in practice or at a meet,
what do you enjoy doing?
“I love listening to music. I have a huge LP
sound system, and I collect vinyl records for it. I
like to hang out with my friends and family, and
I really enjoy reading, too.”

Spring 2016 Intramurals
Basketball
Registration Completed
Competition Dates:
Feb. 1-25
4v4 Flag Football
Registration Dates:
Jan. 18-28
Competition Dates:
Feb. 4-25

Arts & Entertainment
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Cute doesn’t have to be costly

By: Roddia Paul
College students are known for many
things, but unfortunately, having money is not
one of them. There’s a huge misconception that
being fashionable means you have to break the
bank. Sure, Prada will always be Prada, and no
one wants to be caught in fake Ralph Lauren, but
there are many sites out there that will make the
naysayers think you’re wearing designer. Here
are some sites with cute clothes and low prices,
and if anybody asks, smile politely and say,
“This old thing? It’s been so long that I forgot.”
AliExpress
www.aliexpress.com
Aliexpress is known in the black
community for its ability to help a sister out
with some good weave extensions. However,
what people don’t know is Ali has a lot more to
love than just her gorgeous locs. Type this site
into your browser, and you will see categories
on your left-hand side. These categories include
men’s and women’s clothing, phone accessories,
jewelry and much more. The best thing about
this site is that within each category, there are
mini-categories, so you can narrow your search

By: The Current Staff
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by color, style, pattern and texture. You can find
outfits similar to your favorite style icons for
more than half the price.
Moddeals
www.moddeals.com
This store is mix of Pacsun, American
Apparrel and a hint of H&M. If you like vintage
or are into the latest trends, then this is definitely
the website for you. Usually, a good pair of
jeans is at least $40 in-store. Imagine being able
to buy a pair of jeans that are just as good for
only $9.99. The reason you spend so much on
jeans at the mall is not because it’s better quality;
it’s because you are paying for the name brand.
American Apparel, we love you, but as college
students, we can’t afford to pay $90 for one pair
of jeans that might not be in style next month
anyway.
10DollarMall
www.10dollarmall.com
You’ve heard of the dollar store. Well,
welcome to the 10 Dollar Mall. Yes, you read that
right. Everything on this website is $10 or less.

That includes clothing, shoes, bags, accessories
and jewelry for both men and women. This site
has a mixture of everything, so there’s no way
you won’t find something worth spending $10
on. Plus, every week they have a new sale, so
keep your eyes out for even better deals.
Rose Wholesale
www.rosewholesale.com
This site has a cool way of selecting which
merchandise to sell on its site. Basically, they
use social media as a way of figuring out which
types of outfits and accessories are currently
trending in the media, and they make it available
for customers to buy at a fraction of the price. To
go along with their social media interaction, you
can mention them on one of your social media
sites wearing something you bought from them,
and they will post you on their site under Rose
Style.
Tinydeal
www.tinydeal.com
If you like name-brand attire but not the
name brand prices, this is the site for you. With a

slogan like “Great Value, Great Experience,” you
probably see where they were going with this.
This website aims to provide trending attire at an
affordable cost. They have tab titles like “Under
4.99” for every piece of clothing, electronic, toy
and fashion accessory available for 4.99 or less.
Don’t worry — you can definitely narrow down
the search.
Tidebuy
www.tidebuy.com
This website is definitely worthy of being
a part of your top five. Not only do they have
men and women’s clothing, but they also have
shoes, bags, jewelry, beauty products, outdoor
and sports equipment and electronics. This site
has saved many Bridezillas and wannabe prom
queens; their selection of clothes ranges from
bathing suits to wedding gowns and everything
in between. The best parts of it all: everything
is cheap, and you can usually catch some sort
of sale, anywhere from 5 percent to 75 percent
off. What’s better than being able to say, “I got
this on sale?”

Staff Picks: #RelationshipGoals

Valentine’s Day is a little over two
weeks away, which means love is in the air —
particularly on our TV sets. From cute celebrity
couples to our favorite fictional characters to
even our friends and family members who
flaunt their significant others on social media,
it’s difficult not to feel a little jealous around
this time of year. Here are some fictional and
celebrity pairs that are so cute that they turn the
staff a shade of green with envy.
Li Cohen, co-editor-in-chief, said Marshall
and Lily from “How I Met Your Mother”
Most people know about Barney Stinson
and his suave moves in “HIMYM,” but many
people don’t realize that he is not the star of the
show. The real stars of the show are Marshall
and Lily, the dynamic duo who play the married
couple of the friend group and bring about threequarters of the shows humor to play. Marshall
and Lily have all kinds of weird little quirks and
traditions that, from the outside, may seem a little
strange, but for fans of the show, their weirdness
is just a sign of their love. From bringing home
souvenir beer on their trips to pausing in the
middle of their fights so they can reevaluate and
come back later, they’re the ultimate on-screen
couple.
Nicole Cocuy, co-editor-in-chief, said April
Ludgate and Andy Dwyer from “Parks and
Recreation”
I’ve always believed that couples who
laugh together stay together, and April and
Andy from “Parks and Recreation” epitomize
that concept. On the surface, Andy Dwyer,
basically the human incarnate of a friendly,
happy, yet hopelessly unintelligent golden
retriever, and April Ludgate, the edgy, stoic and
apathetic intern, seem like complete opposites;
however, it’s clear that their differences and the
only similarity they share — their young and
reckless spirit — are what makes them so strong.
Everyone doubted their potential when they

got married on a whim, but even though they
never put much thought into serious decisions,
their carefree relationship, based on having fun
and enjoying life, is certainly enviable. April
pretends not to care about anything, but her
love for Andy certainly proves that she does
indeed have a heart, especially when she drove
with Andy to the Grand Canyon on a whim to
help him achieve a lifelong dream. From their
marshmallow fights to their Burt Macklin/
Janet Snakehole alter-ego role-playing, they’re
definitely the perfect, fun-loving relationship
many hope to have.
Jazmyn Brown, copy editor, said Rapunzel
and Flynn from “Tangled”
Out of all the Disney fairy tale relationships,
Rapunzel and Flynn’s has to be my favorite.
Watching “Tangled,” it’s not hard to notice how
Flynn Rider transforms from conniving ruffian
to caring, sentimental hero. The scene in which
Flynn tells Rapunzel about his real name is so
pure and sweet and innocent ― it was the first
time that Flynn really opened up to her. And then
there was their duet among the lanterns, one of
the most heartbreakingly beautiful scenes in the
movie, besides the happy-sad, roller-coaster
ending. Rapunzel, headstrong and independent
and fearless, doesn’t necessarily rely on Flynn
throughout the movie, but the two become the
perfect pair, and in the end, they save each other.
Carli Lutz, chief of visual design, said music
artists Rian Dawson and Cassadee Pope
My favorite celebrity couple is, without a
doubt, Rian Dawson and Cassadee Pope. Rian
Dawson is the drummer of All Time Low, while
Cassadee Pope won “The Voice” a few years
back, and she used to sing in a band I obsessed
about called Hey Monday. When I saw All Time
Low a couple years ago, I got the chance to hang
out with Rian backstage, and when I asked him
about Cassadee he just couldn’t stop talking
about how proud he was of her. It was the most

precious thing in the world, and I will ship them
forever and ever.
Amanda Kaplan, multimedia manager, said
Carrie Bradshaw and Mr. Big from “Sex
and the City”
Anybody who has ever watched or has
even heard of “Sex and the City” knows who
the infamous Carrie and Big are. From their ups
and downs, trials and tribulations, boyfriends,
girlfriends, marriages, alcohol and NYC, there
was nothing their relationship hadn’t been
through. After years and years of on again, off
again, they ended up living happily ever after.
Side note: The show’s creator did not want
them to end up together. Neither did I. Their
imperfect relationship made them perfect. It was
realistic, and almost every woman could relate
to something the couple had been through. In
real life, who knows if they both would have
ever been able to commit. But I am happy they
ended up together after all life had to throw
at them. They will forever be my favorite onscreen couple. P.S. I’m still hoping to wake up
and have Carrie’s NYC apartment.
Erin Herbert, sports editor, said Westley and
Buttercup from “The Princess Bride”
I’m not usually one to admit that I like
lovey-dovey couples in movies, but when it
comes to Westley and Buttercup in “The Princess
Bride,” I honestly can’t help myself. The way
the two fall in love is so cliché, yet so simple
and sweet, that it’s guaranteed that my heart will
melt every time I hear “as you wish.” Through
a series of misadventures, and even death, the
two manage to stay madly in love. Granted,
their relationship is pretty unrealistic, but I can
dream, can’t I? Forget Kim and Kanye, Westley
and Buttercup will always be the epitome of
relationship goals for me.
Grace Ducanis, news editor, said Cory and
Topanga from “Boy Meets World”

My relationship goal is Cory and Topanga
from the television show “Boy Meets World,”
which aired for seven seasons in the 1990s. Cory
and Topanga were grade school, then middle
school, then high school sweethearts. They had
their ups and downs, but they never really gave
up on their relationship. Spoiler alert: they got
married near the end of the series. Now, they
have two children in “Girl Meets World,” a spinoff show currently airing on Disney Channel. I
love that they’re a couple who stayed together,
got married and stayed married, even though it
wasn’t easy.
Roddia Paul, opinions editor, said Whitley
and Dwayne from “A Different World”
So my co-worker’s relationship goals were
pretty cute, but my relationship goal is definitely
the best of all time. Whitley and Dwayne from
“A Different World” are my relationship goals.
Not that I’m rich and stuck up. OK, maybe
I’m just not rich. But the way their relationship
formed hits my soft spot. Dwayne always had a
thing for Whitley, but he was more of her best
guy friend. In today’s terms, she friend-zoned
him. They both dated other people throughout
the show, but every now and then, they would
have moments where you could tell they were
perfect for each other. It takes Whitley walking
down the aisle to another man for Dwayne to get
the courage to speak up. Truth be told, Whitley
was not completely happy with the man she was
marrying — everything was right, except the
love part. Next thing you know, Dwayne stands
up and objects to their marriage and Whitely
finally confesses that she’s loved him all along.
Eventually, Whitley marries her best friend,
Dwayne. Who doesn’t want to marry someone
who will do whatever it takes to be with you?
I think your spouse should be like your best
friend; that’s a bond that’s unbreakable.

SOUNDBITE

‘Not to Disappear’ by Daughter
By: Marie Ontivero

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM M. ONTIVERO
Daughter dropped another album of catchy, relatable tunes.

Interested in independent music, emerging
artists and new album releases? DJ Marie, music
director at Radio X, will keep you updated every
week in The Current on what’s new in the world of
music. You can catch her on Thursday nights from 9
p.m. to 12 a.m. on 88.5FM, bringing you new music
you’re sure to love.
On Jan. 15, nearly three years after their
first full-length release, Daughters released their
sophomore album, “Not to Disappear”, and it does
not disappoint. Critics had high expectations for
Daughter after their highly-acclaimed debut album,

“If You Leave.” “Not to Disappear” manages to
push those standards to even higher extremes
for any future projects. In this new album, the
English trio stayed true to their roots: strong,
dark and powerful sounds with heavy, emotional
lyrics. The band’s lyricist and lead singer, Elena
Tonra, discusses multiple relatable topics in her
own somber manner, such as falling out of love
and the troubles of adulthood. She discusses being
with someone even though the love isn’t there
and how she handles the void. While this may
not seem to be the cheeriest album, it is about
real issues that are not easy to talk about. Thanks
to its authenticity and relatability, this band has
managed to grow an enormous fan base in both
America and Europe, even though they’ve only
been around for a few years. They’ve had songs
air on many TV dramas like “Gray’s Anatomy”
and “The Vampire Diaries.” Who knows? Perhaps
this review will lead you back to that song you’ve
heard and always wanted to look up, but you
didn’t know where to start. You can find “Not to
Disappear” on both Spotify and Apple Music.
Perfect if you like: The xx, Bon Iver
Favorite Tracks: “Doing the Right Thing,”
“New Ways” and “Made of Stone”

A muenster of a sandwich
By: Nicole Cocuy
@CurrentNicole
What if I told you that grilled cheese
sandwiches don’t have to be just a simple,
sloppily assembled midnight snack with a slice
of American squished between two slices of
mundane, slightly-buttered toast?
At Miss Cheezious, grilled cheese
sandwiches are so much more than a quick and
easy, last-minute meal; they’re an art.
From creamy mac and cheese melted on
sourdough to refreshing apples paired with
Havarti cheese to a twist to the classic turkey and
cheese sandwich, Miss Cheezious has curated
the perfect menu of 17 different sandwiches to
satisfy every cheesy craving.
Miss Cheezious started out as just a food
truck but became so popular that it expanded into
a cute little restaurant in downtown Miami. It
certainly lives up to the hype; every sandwich is
perfectly toasted and made with a delicious slice
of gooey, melted cheese and, most importantly,
love.
The buffalo chicken melt mixes the crunch
and savory goodness of fried chicken with the
sweet, soft, creamy texture of bleu cheese and
a spicy blast of buffalo flavor. The croqueta
monsieur adds a Latin feel to the traditional
ham and Swiss by including a deep-fried hamfilled pastry to the classic combo, making
everyone’s favorite lunchtime meal even better.
The pesto melt sends taste buds straight to Italy
by combining all the traditional flavors — pesto,
tomatoes, provolone and parmesan — into
sandwich form. The patty melt — a fan favorite
— pairs a brisket patty with a creamy, zesty
chorizo pimento cheese and smoky slices of
bacon. Regardless of what you choose from the
menu, it’s guaranteed to be “gouda.”
Even with just a quick glance of the menu,
it’s clear that Miss Cheezious has everything
anyone could possibly need involving bread and
cheese, but if there’s something else that you’re
craving that isn’t specified in the menu, you can
always make your own sandwich. Including the
cheese, bread and additions, gluten-free and
vegan items are also available.
The sandwiches are pretty filling, but the
sides are definitely worth the additional calories.
While the mac and cheese is subpar, the fries are
the thick, crinkle fries everyone grew up with
and loves. They’re the perfect consistency —
hot and crispy on the outside but soft and fluffy
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Off Shore Calendar
The Book of Mormon
@Au-Rene Theater at the Broward
Center

in the inside. They can be dipped in a large
variety of sauces available at the front of the
restaurant or topped with cheese and chili. Also,
if you love to dunk sandwiches in soup or are
craving a light starter, tomato bisque and turkey
three-bean chili is also available.
While the sandwiches alone are enough
to guarantee an enjoyable dining experience,
the chill ambience is part of what makes this
restaurant so great. When you eat at Miss
Cheezious, as you watch TV indoors surrounded
by succulents in bright mason jars and colorful
metal chairs, or as you sit outdoors on sofas
under the stars and large trees with twinkly
lights, you feel like you’re hanging out with
friends at home.
Guests are free to play any of the board
games behind the counter — Battleship,
Operation, Taboo, Cards against Humanity and
many more — for as long as they want. It’s the
perfect place to catch up with old friends or host
a large gathering.
Miss Cheezious is the perfect location for
college students with its inexpensive and creative
comfort food in a laidback, fun environment. It
doesn’t get any feta.
Miss Cheezious
Address: 7418 Biscayne Blvd., Miami
Hours of operation: Monday through
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Price range: Under $10

11 AM

8 PM
Free line dancing lessons
@Firedog Saloon

Jupiter’s Farmers Market
@Harbourside Place

8 PM

9 AM

JAN 27
Thursday Sound Series
@Stache

JAN 31
Fit Foodz Café Healthy Hour
@Fit Foodz Café

5 PM

JAN 28

5 PM
Karaoke Night
@Ye Olde Falcon Pub

Florida Comedy Club Weekends
@Champps Americana

10 PM

9 PM

JAN 29
Miami Beach Jazz Festival
@Olympia Theater

FEB 1

6 PM

Dragalious
@Lips

Art of Rum
@F.A.T Village Art Walk

7 PM

7 PM

JAN 30

FEB 2

New year, new entertainment
By: Jazmyn Brown
Last year saw the premiere of “Mr. Robot,”
“Master of None,” “Making a Murderer” and
“Jessica Jones,” as well as the end of “Parks
and Recreation,” “The Daily Show” and “The
Colbert Report.” But a new year brings with it
some fresh material for our TV screens. Here
are some upcoming TV series to look out for
in 2016.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM N. COCUY
Miss Cheezious turns a childhood favorite into a gourmet entree.

Beauty and the Beats Fashion Brunch
@Gigi’s Music Café

“Legends of Tomorrow” ―premiered on
Jan. 21
DC Comics expanded its TV presence
with “Legends of Tomorrow,” a spin-off of
The CW’s widely-popular “Arrow” and “The
Flash” that will include some characters from
each of the shows — we can also expect some
epic crossovers. Rip Hunter (Arthur Darvill), a
time traveler, has to bring heroes and villains
together to save the world from an apocalypse.
The show, developed by Greg Berlanti,
Andrew Kreisberg and Marc Guggenheim,
features some of our favorite heroes, including
the Atom (Brandon Routh) and White Canary
(Caity Lotz), and hate-to-love-them villains,
like Captain Cold (Wentworth Miller). With
some new heroes, like Hawkman (Falk
Hentschel) and Hawkgirl (Ciara Renée),
“Legends of Tomorrow” will fit in nicely
with the rest of the DC Comics universe.
Catch “Legends of Tomorrow” on The CW on
Thursdays at 8 p.m.
“You, Me and the Apocalypse” —premieres
on NBC on Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.
About the end of the world, as its name
suggests, this action-packed dramedy will
show how a single comet on an unalterable
course to Earth brings the most random of
characters together. Starring Matthew Baynton
from “Gavin & Stacey” as Jamie, an English
bank manager, Rob Lowe from “Parks and
Recreation” and “The Grinder” as Father
Jude, an unconventional priest, Jenna Fishcer
from “The Office” as Rhonda, a librarian,
and more, this series will show how a band of
misfits becomes the future of humanity as they
bunker down in Slough, England, to watch the
apocalypse.
“American Crime Story: The People v. O.J.
Simpson” ―premieres on FX on Feb. 2 at
10 p.m.
Produced by Ryan Murphy (known for

“Nip/Tuck,” “Glee” and “American Horror
Story”), Nina Jacobson, Brad Simpson and
more, “American Crime Story” will offer an
in-depth look at the infamous O.J. Simpson
trial and all its intricacies. Based on Jeffrey
Toobin’s book “The Run of His Life: The
People v. O.J. Simpson,” the series stars Cuba
Gooding Jr. as Simpson, David Schwimmer
as Robert Kardashian and John Travolta as
Robert Shapiro.
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“Animals” ―premiers on HBO on Feb. 5
at 11:30 p.m.
Mark and Jay Duplass of Duplass
Brothers Productions, known for HBO original
dramedy “Togetherness,” Mike Luciano and
Phil Matarese created the original animated
comedy series “Animals,” which focuses on
the lives and struggles of animals, such as
pigeons, bedbugs and rats, in New York City.
The Duplass brothers independently produced
“Animals” with private funding, and HBO has
guaranteed two seasons. Luciano, Matarese,
Meghan O’Neill, Katie Aselton and Mary
Holland are among the voice actors for the
series.
“11.22.63” ―premieres on Hulu on Feb. 15
Starring James Franco as Jake Epping, a
high-school English teacher, this mini-series,
based on Stephen King’s book “11/22/63,” will
explore the ramifications of changing the past
and preventing the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy. Executive produced by J.J.
Abrams, the eight-episode series also stars
Chris Cooper, Cherry Jones, Lucy Fry, Josh
Duhamel and more. Other productions from
Abrams and King include “Carrie” and “Alias.”
“Criminal Minds: Beyond Borders” ―
premieres on CBS on March 16 at 10 p.m.
For fans of the widely popular “Criminal
Minds” series, this spin-off focuses on the
International Division of the FBI, which solves
crimes and helps Americans overseas. The team
of the International Response Unit includes
Chief Jack Garrett (Gary Sinise), tech analyst
Russ “Monty” Montgomery (Tyler James
Williams), anthropologist Clara Seger (Alana
De La Garza), war veteran Matthew Simmons
(Daniel Henney) and medical examiner Mae
Jarvis (Annie Funke). The pilot episode, titled
“Beyond Borders,” premiered during season
10 of “Criminal Minds” on April 8, 2015.
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Temporarily faulty sewer system
infuriates rich citizens of white suburbia
By: Jazmyn Brown
City and government officials immediately
responded to white-collar citizens’ complaints
about a major malfunction in the city sewer
system in predominately white Rochester,
Minn.
A major blockage caused the main line
of the city’s sewage system to malfunction,
causing toilets and sink and bathtub drains to
overflow. Citizens had to wait approximately
12 hours before they could shower, use their
toilets and wash their hands after counting their
wads of cash in a panicked frenzy that the world
would end.
Uptight mother of two Susan Goldsmith
said the plumbing issues were an absurd
inconvenience for her family.
“Where were we supposed to use the
bathroom? Outside? Where the dog-sitter walks
the dog?” she said. “Yes, we still had access to
fresh, clean water, but what’s the point if we
couldn’t use it?”
Goldsmith said she was flabbergasted that
such a disruption of her busy, expensive life had
happened.
“Bathing and using the bathroom are
human necessities — and, of course, we have
to have the maid wash the dishes — so it
was incredibly difficult to get through this
catastrophe.”
The mayor of Rochester released a
statement two hours after the initial complaints,
apologizing for the city-wide disaster, which he
called a “threat to public health.”
“As soon as the complaints reached my
office, I knew we had a large-scale crisis on
our hands,” he said. “For a public health issue
like this to affect white, upper-class suburbia
is just preposterous and unfathomable. We will
rectify this issue as soon as humanly possible
and replace the entire sewage system in the city,
if we have to.”
The mayor implemented the City Sewage
Task Force to assess the damage, contain the

By: Roddia Paul
Fascination with traditional garments
of other cultures is increasingly common in
the fashion industry. We’ve seen people sport
dashikis and Indian hair accessories, but where
do we draw the line between fashion trend and
cultural appropriation? Attire is a significant
part of a person’s culture, and yet, it is widely
used as a fashion statement. As we approach
World Hijab Day on Feb. 1, we need to
remember that the hijab belongs to a culture and
has significant meaning; it’s not just a political
or fashion statement.
According to beliefnet.com, Muslim
women wear hijabs when out in public as a
symbol of modesty ordained by their God. An
aspect of the Muslim culture is that a woman
should be modest in both her appearance and
actions. Not only does wearing a hijab have
religious meaning, but it is also a cultural
declaration, and it is a part of the wearer’s
cultural identity. For that reason, World Hijab
Day is a day for women of non-Muslim faith
to wear a hijab for a day and feel how Muslim
women feel everyday of their life.
We should all take notice of World Hijab

mess and decide whether or not the entire
system needed replacing.
“We have the money and resources to fix
this swiftly and decisively,” the mayor said.
Goldsmith said Rochester isn’t a city like
poverty-stricken Flint, Mich., where 60 percent
of the population is black.
“More than 82 percent of us are white,”
she said. “And we’re all rich. This just doesn’t
happen here, but at least we got it fixed. Flint
is poor, which is why they can’t fix their
problems.”
Michael Gaston, a local plumber who has
worked in neighboring township Chester, said
he received a call from Rochester’s mayor’s
office seeking his expertise in the field of
plumbing.
“The mayor’s secretary told me that
Rochester was experiencing a near-cataclysmic
emergency,” he said. “I thought to myself, ‘Why
call a plumber, then?’ Come to find out, the city
was going through a plumbing Armageddon.”
Gaston said he was dismayed when he and
his team found out that the cause of the blockage
and the ensuing flooding was an embroidered
handkerchief that lodged in a pipe adjacent to
the main line, causing a buildup of both waste
and pressure.
“The owner’s last name was embroidered
on the hankie, which made it easy to identify
its source, who asked that we keep the family
name a secret,” said Gaston. “But his toddler
was the one who flushed it — kids will be kids,
I suppose.”
Goldsmith said she and her family were
relieved when they could flush their gold toilets
once more.
“I can really understand how those Flint
people feel, not being able to bathe and such,”
she said. “But, at the end of the day, we didn’t
have to suffer for too long.”
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Spoiler alert: There are
women in Star Wars
By: Erin Herbert
@erin_herbert
Last December, sci-fi fans everywhere
were treated to the revival of the famous film
series “Star Wars.” “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” is the seventh installment in the
multi-part trilogy, and only after a month in
theaters, the film has become a box office
hit, earning almost $2 billion. The franchise
of classic sci-fi action films has given us
wonderful, empowering female roles since
its initial release in 1977. But shortly after the
film’s release, there seemed to be a disturbance
in the force, and that disturbance came in the
form of sexist merchandising. When new
Star Wars toys started hitting the shelves, it
didn’t take long for fans to notice that there
was a disturbing lack of women present in the
franchise’s merchandise.
As a woman and an avid Star Wars fan,
I’ve known the struggle of being left out of
the target audience for Star Wars merchandise.
After the first six films, there was only a small
amount of merchandise geared toward female
fans or depicting one of the franchise’s female
protagonists. But with the release of “The
Force Awakens,” there was hope for equallybalanced merchandise marketed toward both
genders, especially with a strong leading lady
like Rey. However, I was horribly wrong. Not
only has the amount of merchandise available
for women barely increased, but Hasbro has
also purposefully left Rey out of a number of
toy sets.
Rey is one of the three protagonists in
the film and, without a doubt, one of the most

important characters in the film. But Hasbro
apparently didn’t think she was important
enough to be a part of the newest merchandise
line. The toy-making company reportedly left
Rey out of a box set of characters that featured
the two other male protagonists, Finn and
Poe, as well as four other male characters.
The “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” Battle
Action Millennium Falcon comes with three
action figures, but, again, Rey is nowhere to
be seen. As someone who collects Star Wars
action figures, I know just how hard it was to
find anything with Rey’s face on it.
Rey’s exclusion from the toy aisle was
no accident either. In an interview with The
Wrap, Global Toy Experts’ Richard Gottlieb
said, “I can say that there is, in the toy and
movie industry, a long-standing belief that a
boy will not go to a ‘girl’ movie and that if
you put a girl in a boy’s toy, boys will not buy
it.” Female characters like Rey and Captain
Phasma were purposefully excluded from the
merchandise line because young boys would
be angry if there was a female action figure
in their toy box. If that doesn’t scream sexist,
then I don’t know what does.
It took massive backlash on social media
for toy companies to finally cave and release
action figures of Rey. Disney and director JJ
Abrahams have given us a phenomenal film
with a strong and empowered leading female,
but Disney has also disappointed young girls
everywhere by leaving their remodel, Rey, out
of a majority of their merchandise.

Cheerleading and Dance Coaches wanted in
North Broward County! Part time, flexible
afternoon hours and great pay!
Cheerleading/dance experience required.
(954)-748-5977

Hijabs have meaning
Day. As a Western culture, we think women
should sport short shorts and flip flops as much
as they please, so when we see a culture like
that of the Islam, many of us have a hard time
understanding it. Sometimes, people look down
on Muslim women for their attire, and it’s as
if people lose sight of the right to religious
expression.
More recently, our generation has
gone from mocking those who wear hijabs
to wrapping scarfs around our heads and
screaming, “It’s exotic,” when there is so much
more to it than just trying to hide a bad hair day.
How Kim Kardashian, Kendall Jenner, Rihanna
and Paris Hilton get away with wearing hijabs
as they grace red carpets and Instagram feeds
will remain a mystery.
It seems as if people either inappropriately
wear religious garments or assume that Muslim
attire is a form of oppression against women.
Despite popular misconception, plenty of
Muslim women choose not to wear a hijab
in an everyday setting, while others are more
traditional and sport them daily. We should
always consider that maybe they choose to

dress that way.
It’s true that many of the Americanized
younger generations tend not to wear the
hijab as frequently as their ancestors, but that
does not mean that the culture loses the hijab’s
significance. Even if women do not wear the
hijab every day, they will still wear them to
traditional events and settings.
Religion, or even choosing to have no
religion at all, plays a huge part in how one
identifies himself or herself, which is why
Muslim women wear hijabs. So an entire day
focused on bringing acknowledgement to
hijabs is exciting; others are making an effort to
understand the diversity around them.
With that said, the people taking part in
World Hijab Day should be doing it because
they want to understand culture and not because
they think it makes them look foreign or want to
seem politically enlightened. It’s OK to admire
something, or even be genuinely curious,
but, sometimes, we express our admiration
inappropriately. It may be hot in Florida, but
wearing a hijab with booty shorts will not
suffice.

Many people convert or develop strong
connections to religions and cultures that aren’t
theirs by birthright, and that’s OK. We have
to remember that we cannot half-step. If one
chooses to take part in this commemorative day,
wearing the hijab should be done the correct
way, by way of the Muslim faith.
We have to remember to show respect
to different cultures, especially living in an
area as diverse as South Florida. We should
also remember that what we see as harmless
may offend others. That doesn’t mean walk on
eggshells and not live life in fear of offending
others, but we should remember that hijabs and
other cultural headwear all have meaning, and
turning that into a fashion trend is disrespectful.
Over the years, we have exploited
henna and rosaries without question. There’s
something about the American culture that
craves cultural appropriation, and we are so
used to it that we see nothing wrong with it.
Let us take this time to learn history, share
love, respect our neighbors and appreciate the
diversity around us.
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Classroom politics: More purple,
By:
less blue
Grace Ducanis
@GraceDucanis

NSU is a liberal campus. I can’t prove
it. There’s no statistical evidence. No survey
has been done on the political affiliation of
the students or of the professors at NSU. Yet
I think for anyone who’s attended classes at
NSU, the fact that it is a liberal campus is selfevident.
While I have no statistical proof of NSU’s
liberal bias, I have some experiential proof.
I’ve had multiple professors openly admit
to being Democrats. Some have admitted it
apologetically, as if they know they shouldn’t
express political affiliation. Others have been
unapologetic, openly bashing conservatives
and conservative views during class time. In
my three years here, not one professor has
admitted to being a Republican.
In my communication classes, I’ve noticed
that liberal media outlets are consistently
held up as examples of good journalism,
while conservative media outlets are used as
examples of bad journalism or completely
ignored. I’ve listened to professors in many
different disciplines explain that conservatives
hate women and that Bush caused the current
economic crisis and that Fox News is where
journalistic integrity goes to die. It exhausts
me to listen to sometimes, especially when a
professor doesn’t present both sides of an issue
or portrays the conservative side of an issue
unfairly.
I don’t want to make it sound like I’m
being persecuted for being a Republican,
because I honestly haven’t been. I’ve never
been marked off for expressing a conservative
viewpoint, as far as I know. But I haven’t
exactly been the most willing to express views
that I believed the professor and my fellow
classmates wouldn’t agree with. Nothing is
physically stopping me from speaking more

confidently about my opinions, and I’m
feeling more and more as though I ought to
speak as frequently and as freely as my liberal
classmates.
However, I do want it to be easier. I wish
that some of my professors had made more
of an effort to present an unbiased view of
the subject material. I wish that my textbooks
left me guessing as to the political affiliation
of the author, and I didn’t have to spend hours
reading multiple real-world examples in which
conservatives are subtly or clearly in the
wrong. I wish that my conservative classmates
were as easily identifiable as my liberal ones.
College should prepare you for a realworld career. I’ve also heard and read that it
should be a place where students are exposed
to viewpoints that are different from their
own. Even though I can’t say that what I think
about key issues has changed in a significant
way since I started at NSU, I can definitely
say that I was afforded exposure to viewpoints
that conflicted significantly with my own. The
liberal students at NSU haven’t been given
the same opportunity. An environment where
all students feel comfortable expressing their
political opinions would be ideal, if not at all
realistic.
What I hope to be realistic is a student
body that’s not afraid to express viewpoints
that their professors and fellow classmates
don’t agree with, no matter how uncomfortable
they feel doing so. I hope it’s realistic to ask
professors to examine biases they might be
unaware of and to teach a more balanced
view of the issues in their courses. Then the
conservative students that I know on campus
might not be so quick to agree with me when I
say that NSU is a liberal school.
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Before I graduate I want to...

SHARK SPEAK

“I would like to participate in more clubs.”
- Alissa Fornes,

sophomore nursing major

“I would like to become a pilot.”
- Christopher Wigman,

junior human services administration major

“I would like to get an internship at NBC “I would like to open a successful travel
News.”

agency with my mother.”
- Jackie Garcia,

- Janette Garcia,

junior communication studies major

junior business administration major

“I want to learn the NSU campus very well and “I would like to sell my collection of textbooks

“I would like to start a club focused on learning

“I would like to develop better study skills

attend at least one game for every sport.”

and celebrating Asian culture.”

and

from current and previous years because it

- Kayla Rizzolo, will help me get rid of undergrad books I will

master’s in business administration student no longer need and help other science majors
who need textbooks.”

- Rebekah Godard,

senior biology major

- Kevin Zhou,

sophomore chemistry major

make

stronger

connections

with

administration and fellow peers.”
- Jared Portnoy,

junior biology major
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